NETPATH
WHAT IS NETPATH?
NetPath displays the performance details of devices inside and
outside of your network. It enables you to understand your
network’s performance and infrastructure beyond your firewall,
from source to destination and everything in between.
ITA uses advanced probing to detect the network path from a
source server to a destination service. This provides the visibility
into critical network paths regardless of location: on- or offpremises, or in a hybrid IT environment. With ITA you can quickly
troubleshoot and pinpoint issues across the entire delivery chain.

NETPATH PROVIDES:
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24/7 Monitoring and History: Track every hop and view
latency historically for up to 30 days, or in real-time.
Performance and QoS Monitoring: NetPath collects
performance metrics and details of the network connectivity
between the source and destination nodes, enabling you
to see into the end-to-end performance that a user is
experiencing.
Network Visibility: ITA will help you understand your network
with visibility into your entire network path. NetPath delivers
information on the one or multiple paths a network packet
may take to reach its destination, enabling you to investigate
the cloud and identify a problem quickly, even if it’s outside
your own network i.e. your ISP.
Node/Hop Information: ITA will identify the problem and the
organisation to contact to solve it. ITA collects information,
including company and contact information of external nodes
in a network path enabling our NOC to quickly identify where,
when, and why a node may be impacted.
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